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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Makai Ocean Engineering developed a three-dimensional numerical model of Sea Water Air
Conditioning (SWAC) discharge plumes. The model is based on the EPA approved Environmental
Fluid Dynamics Code; a three-dimensional model solving the vertically hydrostatic, free-surface,
turbulent averaged equations of motion for a variable density fluid. The model simulates the
momentum and buoyancy dominated discharges within a dynamic and realistic ocean environment,
using a dynamically coupled near field jet-plume and far-field regional ocean circulation model.
Makai used the model to simulate the trajectory, shape, and dilution of the nutrient rich SWAC
return seawater for several generic site conditions as well as for a site-specific location on the south
shore of O`ahu. The results show that the cold, dense SWAC discharge dilutes to near ambient
temperatures and densities within meters of the discharge, limiting the extent of any down the
slope sinking of the dense nutrient rich plumes. Rather than sinking, the plumes remain “bottom
trapped” and are mainly advected along the seafloor within a neutral density layer. As the plumes
are advected downstream, they remain bottom trapped, and no discernible or measurable plumes
are observed in the upper water column and surface waters.
Hawaiian waters, like much of the tropical oceans, are oligotrophic and characterized by a nutrient
depleted upper ocean layer (depths shallower than ~120 meters). A discharge within this region has
the potential to supply nutrients to an otherwise nutrient starved zone, and increase the growth of
local phytoplankton. To avoid this perturbing effect to the environment, the plumes would
(arguably) need to be placed below the photic zone, or conform to traditional water quality
standards which require adequate dilution within a prescribed distance from the discharge. The
Department of Health (DoH) permits discharges using mixing zones; outside of which the
measured water quality variables are not allowed to exceed DoH limits. For the site-specific model,
Makai simulated an 11oC seawater discharge originating at 100 meters depth from a 75 meter long
diffuser, and with a total flow rate of 2.8m3/s. This discharge is located within the photic zone.
The sites –specific model was nested within a regional ocean model, and simulated using twoweeks of data from March 2013. The resulting model output was used to plot the instantaneous
plume concentration as a function of space and time, demonstrating the three-dimensional structure
and temporal and spatial variability of the discharge plumes. The results show the site-specific
plume remaining within the bottom layers of the water column with negligible mixing towards the
surface, displaying a variety of horizontal dispersion patterns based on the direction and patterns of
the ambient circulation, and advecting along isobaths rather than across isobaths – behaviors
consistent with a bottom-trapped plume.
The site-specific predictions were also analyzed statistically, to provide estimates of the geometric
mean, 90th, and 98th percentile concentration contours; an analysis required by the Department of
Health when defining a permittable mixing zone. Based on the requirements of the DoH, a mixing
zone of approximately 0.02km3 would be required for this particular discharge design and location.
More specifically, the mixing zone can be approximate by a ±1.0km by ±0.25km area within a
bottom-trapped layer 20 meters thick.
The Makai EFDC plume model was used to successfully resolve the complex, time varying, and
three-dimensional properties of a SWAC discharge. The results highlight the importance of
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capturing realistic bathymetry, dynamic ocean circulation, and the turbulence of the surrounding
ocean and near-field plumes. Visualizations of the instantaneous plume properties, as well as a
statistical analysis, show the ability to effectively transfer the numerical model to meaningful
presentations that will be critical for regulatory authorities and SWAC stakeholders. These
capabilities will be especially useful for presenting SWAC discharges that may not fit within the
mold of existing regulations; such as a deeper discharge below the photic zone, where naturally
occurring concentrations exceed the imposed water quality thresholds.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

SWAC BASICS

Seawater Air Conditioning uses a naturally occurring cold water reservoir for air conditioning.
Cold water is drawn from a lake or ocean through a deep water intake pipe to a cooling station,
where the "cold" is transferred to the buildings via a fresh water loop that never mixes with the
ocean or lake water. The slightly-warmed ocean water is then discharged back into the ocean,
usually at a shallower depth than it was obtained.
Figure 1-1, below, shows a schematic of the SWAC process.

Figure 1-1. Schematic of Sea Water Air Conditioning, showing the cold deep water intake and seawater effluent.

Compared with traditional chiller systems, SWAC systems can provide significant long-term
savings on operational costs. It provides low, stable electrical costs, a short economic payback
period, and a source of predictable free renewable energy.
Sites that are favorable for SWAC have nearby access to deep cold water, close proximity to shore,
a small distribution network, a large cooling load, and high electrical rates. Many island
communities and U.S. Naval bases fulfill these requirements.
SWAC is a proven marine renewable energy. Several successful and exemplary sea water air
conditioning cooling pipes exist; including sites at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii
(NELHA), Toronto Canada, Cornell University in New York, and Bora Bora, French Polynesia.

1.2

EFFLUENT REGULATIONS AND EFFLUENT MODELING

Despite the proven effectiveness of SWAC technologies, there remains a need for better evidence
to clearly demonstrate to regulators and the public that discharge of SWAC seawater is an
environmentally sustainable practice.
One of the major concerns with SWAC seawater effluent is the potential for enhanced growth of
phytoplankton and algae near the discharge site. In tropical oceans, a strong stratification limits the
vertical transport of nutrients into the upper “photic” zone; the upper ~120 meters of the ocean
where enough light exists to support substantial photosynthetic growth. Any nutrients that do reach
this photosynthetic zone are quickly consumed by phytoplankton and algae. Below this zone, the
concentrations of nutrients rapidly increase.
Table 1-1 shows the value of various seawater properties at the surface, in the range of practical
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discharge depths (100 metres to 150 meters), and at typical SWAC intake depths of 550 meters to
950 meters. The deep cold seawater intake required for air conditioning has at least 20 times the
nitrate concentrations as those observed at the base of the nutrient depleted upper ocean (36.1
umol/kg compared to 1.8 umol/kg), and about 12 times the phosphate levels (2.7 umol/kg to 0.22
umol/kg). The discharge of this nutrient rich seawater within the photosynthetic zone of the ocean,
without adequate dilution or sinking, could cause unpermittable algal growth.
Location Depth (m) Oxygen (umol/kg) Nitrate (umol/kg) Phosphate (umol/kg) Silicate (umol/kg)
Surface
25
207.0
0.0
0.1
1.4
Discharge
100
208.3
0.2
0.1
1.6
150
195.7
1.8
0.22
2.31
Intake
550
58.1
36.1
2.7
67.5
950
39.5
41.2
3.0
103.1
Table 1-1. Seawater properties at various depths, taken from HOTS Station 1.

To insure nutrient enrichment does not occur as a result of nutrient discharges, engineers typically
use diffusers; lengths of pipe with several smaller ports and relatively high discharge velocites.
These diffusers increase the initial dilution of the effluent water, such that permittable
concentrations are reached within a predictable and acceptable distance downstream.
In the United States, the water quality permitting process is based on typical nearshore industrial
effluents such as sewage outfalls and power plant cooling loads. In the current state of regulatory
laws, the acceptable dilution levels for effluent are defined using standards appropriate for
nearshore surface waters, where nutrients have a near-zero concentration (relative to deep water).
These standards are applied for all discharges regardless of their depth. While this may be
appropriate for surface, or even shallow positively buoyant discharges, it does not necessarily fit
the conditions of SWAC discharges.
For example, these laws can be interpreted such that the naturally occurring concentrations found
at at 150 meters depth do not comply with the State of Hawaii. Department of Health’s definition
of acceptable water quality standards. In other words, it would be impermittable, as the laws are
currently written, to take a bucket of water from 150 meters depth and release it back at 150 meters
depth without any modification to the water. Contrary to the typical industrial effluents for which
these rules were written, SWAC seawater is dense and tends to sink. Requiring dilution of the
SWAC discharge to surface concentrations, without regard for it’s depth of discharge, trajectory,
and actual surrounding ambient concentrations could be be both prohibitive and unnecessary. This
requirement may actually drive SWAC developers to discharge shallower, in order to comply with
regulations, rather than discharge deeper where the surrounding environment would be less
perturbed from it’s natural conditions. A comprehensive and clearly communicable modeling study
is required to provide regulators and the public with the evidence needed to permit SWAC
discharges appropriately.
Several different off-the-shelf numerical models exist to assess diffuser design and effluent
dilution, including CORMIX, Visual Plumes, and VizJet. However, these models have been
largely developed for existing industrial applications (which are usually positively buoyant
discharges in shallow water), and may not adequately demonstrate the effects of a negatively
buoyant discharge in steep coastal and tidally dominated environments. These existing models,
which are commonly used for discharge permitting applications, assume constant ambient seawater
9

properties and pre-determined mixing rates.
In contrast, Makai’s EFDC Plume model uses time dependent simulations and realistic ocean
conditions. At each time step, under the dynamic conditions, the model directly solves the the
hydrostatic and turbulent averaged Navier-Stokes equations of motion. These simulations can
provide a time-varying 3D prediction of the surrounding water properties, both near and far from
the discharge site. This type of time-dependent modeling approach more accurately determines the
complex and highly dynamic flows found in the ocean, and the results can be used to clearly
demonstrate the impacts of a SWAC discharge.

1.3

MAKAI OTEC PLUME MODEL

Makai Ocean Engineering faced similar problems with our study of Ocean Thermal Engery
Conversion (OTEC) discharges. From 2009 through 2012, with funding from DARPA/CEROS
and the Department of Energy, Makai developed a discharge model to simulate the effects of the
substantially larger OTEC discharges. The model was based on the Environmental Fluid Dynamics
Code – an EPA approved ocean circulation and discharge model. As a result of that effort, Makai
developed the capability for 3D modeling of the complex OTEC discharges within a realistic ocean
environment (see the full report at http://www.osti.gov/scitech/servlets/purl/1055480).
The model uses an embedded near-field plume model, which tracks the 3D trajectory, dilution, and
average properties of a turbulent and buoyant (or negatively buoyant) discharge during its initial
stages. This embedded near-field “jet-plume” model is similar to the computations performed in
CORMIX, VizJet, and Visual Plumes. However, the jet-plume model in Makai’s EFDC model
dynamically communicates its results to, and receives input from, a regional ocean circulation
model (called the “far-field” model) throughout a time-dependent simulation. This approach
incorporates the changes to the surrounding environment as a result of the plume, which is not
resolved with the other non-time dependent models. This two-way communication is important in
simulating the consequences of non-steady flow conditions such as oscillatory tides; a ubiquitous
feature of all potential coastal SWAC locations. In addition, the model allows for the simulations
of single or multiple discharge ports with a variety of geometric configurations.
The far-field component of the model solves the hydrostatic, turbulent averaged, equations of
motion. This method directly computes the turbulence, mixing, and advection from the ocean’s
changing temperature, tides, currents, and bathymetry at each grid or mesh location. Makai’s
previous use of the model for OTEC plumes highlighted the importance of these characteristics.
The results showed significant three-dimensional structure and time-dependence of the plume. The
plumes were impacted by physical phenomena such as regional flow divergence and convergence
patterns around O`ahu, variable stratification, current magnitude, turbulence, and the oscillatory
nature of the tidal flow.
A more detailed technical description of the Makai-EFDC-Plume model can be found in Appendix
A.

1.4

MAKAI SWAC PLUME MODEL

In 2012, the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) funded Makai to modify the EFDC-Makai
Plume model specifically for SWAC discharges, and to use the model to simulate the impacts of a
SWAC discharge for a particular site. The goal of this work was to test the effectiveness of the
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EFDC-Makai plume model at reproducing SWAC discharges, and to make the necessary changes
to more effectively address the issues concerning current water quality permitting requirements.
This report describes Makai’s efforts to modify the EFDC Plume model for SWAC specific
discharges and describes the results obtained after applying the model to both generic study sites
and a site-specific location.
The specific tasks performed by Makai included:
x

Task 1: Developing a terrain-following grid and proper modeling parameters for the 3D
SWAC circulation model. The EFDC model used for Makai;s OTEC research used a
vertical “Z-Grid”, which treats changes in bathymetry in a step-wise manner. This is ideal
for offshore simulations, but are not appropriate when modeling the bottom boundary
layers along a nearshore slope.

x

Task 2: Implementing the jet-plume model within the newly developed terrain-following
grid.

x

Task3: Running a series of numerical experiments to describe the plume dilution as a
function of crossflow, bottom slopes, and discharge configuration.

x

Task 4: Implement the fully-coupled jet-plume and 3D circulation model for a specific site.

To accomplish these project goals, Makai made several significant updates to the EFDC source
code (Task 1 and 2), developed a new source code to initialize the model for generalized scenarios
with simplified environmental conditions (Task 3), and also developed new source code to
initialize the numerical models from the Hawaii Regional Ocean Model System operated by the
University of Hawaii for a site-specific location (Task 4).
The Hawaii Regional Ocean Model (referred to as HIROM in the remainder of this report) is a
state of the art ocean circulation model. The model incorporates global circulation from Navy
models, tides from satellite derived models (TPXO), and data assimilation from real-time satellite
and nearshore sensors observations. By nesting the Makai SWAC model within this HIROM
model, Makai is able to simulate the effects of SWAC discharge using realistic and time varying
currents, temperatures, and salinities.
The remainder of this report describes in more detail the work and results of Tasks 1 through 4,
and a summary of the results and conclusions drawn from this study.
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2.

TASK 1: DEVELOP GRID AND MODEL PARAMETERS

The goal of this task was to develop the EFDC source code and input parameters in order to create
a terrain-follwing grid and far-field, coastal circulation component of the EFDC model. The EFDC
OTEC model’s existing source code and inputs were not suitable for simulations of SWAC
discharges. The source code used for the OTEC plumes used a “Z-grid”. A Z-grid models the
water column using discrete vertical layers of equal thickness throughout the modeling domain.
This results in a step-like representation of the bottom bathymetry. While having advantages for
the offshore OTEC model, the grids needed to be adapted for SWAC by using terrain-following,
or “sigma”, grids. These sigma grids have a constant number of vertical layers at all horizontal grid
locations, with each layer having a thickness equal to a constant percentage of the water depth. The
results is a vertical mesh that smoothly follows the bottom slopes, and will properly resolve the
effects of a dense flow along the seafloor.
This chapter describes the efforts taken to complete this task, including:
x
x
x
x
x

Definining modeling parameters including time steps, grid-mesh resolution,
domain size, and boundary conditions for a tidally forced coastal zone.
Creating the necessary grid generation files.
Creating input files for tidal forcing conditions.
Implementing the model without discharges to verify proper functionality.
Developing scripts to automate the creation of input files and streamline
implementation of the model for different bathymetric slopes and tidal conditions..

Makai began work on this task with the knowledge that the model would be required to run with
generalized inputs (Task 3) as well as site-specific data (Task 4). The general models in Task 3
require spatially homogeneous temperature and salinity, a constant slope bathymetry profile, and
simplified tidal forcing. To run several of these “simplified” scenarios efficiently would require
automation of the model setup. In contrast, the site-specific model would only be created once,
but the setup is much more complex and requires substantial data pre-procesing.

2.1

AUTOMATING THE MODEL SETUP

The Makai SWAC model, based on the EFDC source code and Makai’s OTEC plume model, is
initialized using a set of text files. These text files include the input for mesh definition files, initial
temperature and salinity profiles at each mesh cell/grid location, the temperature and salinity at
each open boundary location as a function of time, an atmospheric and wind time series file, and a
tidal/surface elevation file, among others. For this task, Makai successfully automated the creation
of these text files using python scripting (a platform independent computer language). The python
scripts were then used to produce sets of varying simulation inputs in order to test the model
convergence and numerical stability. As a result of this effort, the entire set of model input files (16
input files for each simulation) are generated from a single DOS command line. Prior to
automating this work, each file was created using a manually laborious method, which would have
inhibited the amount of testing and sensitivity studies Makai performed with the model.
A few of the more significant features added to the python code included:
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x

Generation of a variable horizontal resolution computational mesh with a uniform
bathymetric slope (see Figure 2-1). Variable resolution grids improve computational
efficiency.

x

Generation of a terrain-following (or “sigma”) vertical mesh (see Figure 2-1). This is
needed to accurately simulate the plume transport along a slope.

x

Interpolation of a temperature and salinity profile to the sigma grid (see Figure 2-1).
Required for proper model initialization.

x

Generation of tidal conditions, with up to eight different tidal constituents, at the open
boundaries. These are pulled in from TPXO – a global dataset of accurate satellite
derived tides.

x

Generation of volumetric boundary conditions for the case of uni-directional flow.

2.2

GRID RESOLUTION AND TIME STEP

The grid resolution used in the SWAC plume model needs to resolve the discharge at sufficient
scales to be pertinent to the regulatory and permitting agencies. The EPA Region 9 rules for coastal
discharges require the owner of the discharge to define a mixing zone, inside of which the
measured concentrations of water quality constituents are allowed to exceed the regulatory
concentrations. Beyond the boundaries of the mixing zone, the measured levels of chemical and
biological constituents must conform to the standards defined by the Department of Health.
In Makai’s experience, a typical “mixing zone” is on the order of one hundred to several hundred
meters from the discharge location (in all directions). As a general rule of thumb, it takes about five
grid cells to properly resolve a feature within an ocean circulation model. Thus, a 250m x 250m
mixing zone would require a grid resolution of 50 meters. The grids used in the previous OTEC
model, which is the basis for this current work, were much coarser with resolution ranging from
250 meters to 750 meters (due to the larger scale of the plumes). As part of this current task, Makai
has tested the EFDC model with a smaller 25 meter and 50 meter resolution grids. The required
numerical time step can also be expected to vary with decreasing grid resolution. For these reasons,
Makai ran several tests with the following range of parameters:
x
x
x
x

Time steps of 1, 2, 5, and 10 seconds.
Horizontal grid resolutions of 25, and 50 meters in X and Y.
Steady unidirectional flow ranging from 5 cm/s to 20 cm/s.
Oscillatory tidal flow, using a 12 hour period (semi-diurnal), with currents ranging from
0 to 6 cm/s.

Figure 2-1 below shows an example of a 25 meter resolution mesh used in our analysis. The grids
used to test the model parameters consisted of a “closed” boundary on the western edge
representing a shoreline. The ambient seawater flow was modeled in the north-south direction,
with an “open” boundary on the eastern edge that was forced with tangential flow only.
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Figure 2-1 Example of the 25 meter variable resolution grid used in the study. The west boundary of the grid models
a coastal boundary with zero flow and transport permitted through. The top (North) and bottom (South) boundaries
are the “open” boundaries with time varying tidal amplitudes specified. The extent of this domain is 3 km x 7 km. A
view of the vertical sigma mesh and embedded jet-plume model are also shown.
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2.3

OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

As with most limited domain models, numerical instabilities can form when the interior solution
does not perfectly match the conditions that are prescribed at the boundaries. Without special
treatment, this mismatch can lead to spurious and unrealistic flow patterns. Exacerbating this
problem, the SWAC model uses realistic temperature and salinity profiles, which can lead to
fluctuations in the water column’s pycnoclines (constant density layers) below the sea surface.
These fluctuations can generate large buoyancy forces that make the model run askew. To
eliminate these effects, Makai implemented “sponge” layers at the open boundaries. The sponge
layers slowly absorb the outgoing solution, and replace it in incremental steps towards the
prescribed conditions. These sponge layers are often used in limited domain time-difference
models, and were used extensively in the Makai OTEC plume model. Although effective at
reducing model instabilities, they require some care to calibrate for each unique application. A
more detailed explanation of sponge layers can be found in Appendix A of this report.
Makai tested the performance of the sponge layers using the 25m resolution grid shown in Figure
2-1, with a twice a day (semi-diurnal) tidal forcing at the open boundaries. Results indicate that the
sponge layers significantly improve the results and are needed in the SWAC modeling application.
Figure 2-2, below, shows velocities for a tidally forced simulation with and without the sponge
layers. With the sponge layers implemented, the flow has a uniform oscillatory pattern, consistent
with the semi-diurnal (12 hour period) tide used to force the domain. Without the sponge layers,
the flow is noisy, less predictable, and does not have a clear tidal signal.

2.4

RESULTS

After several iterations and after performing the numerical test runs described above, Makai
determined that the grids with 10 vertical depth layers and a 5 second time-step successfully
converged on a solution. Using a smaller time step used up excess computational time with
minimal improvement in the model solution’s convergence. A 10 second time-step was
numerically unstable, and did not produce a solution. Figure 2-2 shows the sea surface heights,
north/south currents, and the east/west currents at the grid center for the simulations with 2 and 5
second time-steps with and without a data assimilative boundary condition. The sea surface heights
modeled in all simulations are very stable, and produce the same 0.75m amplitude tidal signal. The
model converges to similar solutions using both the 2 and 5 second time steps, indicating that these
combinations of “sponge” layers, grid resolution, and time steps reproduce an accurate
representation of an oscillatory tidal flow near the SWAC discharge.
To further test the functionality of the model, Makai implemented a “single-point discharge” at the
grid center. The discharge was modeled with flow rates of 5 m3/s and discharge temperatures of
10oC. The ambient receiving water was 24oC. A single point source refers to a volumetric source
within the model that is not simulated with a near-field jet-plume model. This treatment of a
discharge neglects the dominant near-field momentum and buoyancy of the plume as it is initially
discharged from a pipeline or diffuser, but can still provide insight into the model’s peformance.
Figure 2-3 shows the resulting plume modeled from this single point discharge with the 25 meter
grid and 5 second time step. The plume is very well resolved with the chosen grid resolution, and
we can see that multiple grid points are used to resolve the dynamics of the plume.
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Figure 2-2. Time series plot of the sea surface height (top), the northward/southward currents (middle) and the
eastward/westward currents (bottom) for the scenario with a 2 second time step and no sponge layer (cyan color), a
5 second time step with no sponge layer (red color), a 2 second time step with a sponge layer (blue color) and a 5
second time step with a sponge layer (black line).
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Figure 2-3. The flow field and tracer concentration surrounding the single-point discharge modeled in Task 9 in the
bottom sigma layer of a 25 meter resolution grid. Near the discharge this sigma layer is a 5 meter thick layer which
follows the bathymetric slope. The direction and magnitude of the flow in this sigma layer is shown with white
vector arrows. The color of each “pixelated” square depicts the concentration of the discharge in units of % of
original concentration in each grid cell. The discharge is located at X,Y=0,0.
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2.5

SUMMARY

Makai successfully modified the EFDC source code to use sigma (terrain-following) vertical grid
structures, which are critical for properly simulating SWAC discharges. The changes to the source
code were tested using flows representative of semi-dirunal tides and a dense single-point
discharge. To assist in the model setup Makai made a new pre-processing source code. The new
source code generates all necessary input data from a single DOS command line, significantly and
critically increasing the efficiency of this work. Using the new source code and modified EFDC
source code, Makai tested multiple grid resolutions, time-steps, and discharges and found that a 25
meter resolution grid with time steps of 1 to 5 seconds can adequately resolve a SWAC-type
plume. The new source code as well as the findings from this task were critical to the development
of the model in the remaining tasks.
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3.

TASK 2: IMPLEMENT EMBEDDED JET-PLUME MODEL

The goal of this task was to implement an embedded near-field plume model within the coastal
circulation model developed in Task 1. This task represents the final changes Makai was required
to make to the EFDC source code in order to completely adapt the software for SWAC discharges.
This near-field plume model simulates the entrainment of ambient seawater water into the
discharge “jet” during it’s initial turbulent, momemtum, and buoyancy dominated phase. These
highly turbulent and buoyany types of discharge flows are not resolved by the grid-cell mesh and
computational methods of the far-field model.

3.1

MODIFYING THE SOURCE CODE

The embedded near-field plume model calculates the three dimensional trajectory and average
properties of the jet-plume (such as momentum, buoyancy, temperature and salinity). As this jetplume moves through the ambient environment it entrains ambient seawater, and the amount of
entrainment is computed using formulas specifically developed for turbulent and buoyancy
dominated discharges. The far-field circulation model “sees” this entrainment as a series of
volumetric sinks at the grid cell level. At the terminal depth and location of the jet-plume, the 3D
circulation model “sees” a source term equal to the combined total entrained and discharged water.
Figure 2-1, in the the previous chapter, shows a schematic of the near-field jet plume embedded
within the 3D coastal circulation model.
This task involved making modifications to the source code and methods including:
x

Decreasing finite plume element size, which were previously optimized for an OTEC
specific flow.

x

Modifying the source code to save/write results at higher spatial resolution.

x

Modifying the source code to handle appropriate near-field “stop” conditions; the criteria
defining when the near-field plume calculations terminate and become “far-field”.

x

Modifying the source code to index vertical sigma grid layers. This includes the capability
to track the plume through multiple grid cells and vertical layers.

The EFDC source code has unique sections of source code to perform either the sigma-grid
computations or the z-grid computations. In total, there are 305 sub-routines that make up the
program. Making modifications to incorporate the plumes to these sigma grid codes required
changing the code in several different sub-routines, and tracking the dependencies of the
calculations from one sub-routine to the next. After changes were made, Makai performed
extensive debugging to insure that the solutions were performing as intended. The debugging
process included stepping through the calculations, one computation at a time, and checking for
variables such as mass conservation of the entrained and discharged seawater.

3.2

RESULTS

Makai successfully completed the modifications required to implement the embedded plume
model. Makai tested the software by modeling a 5m3/s discharge from a single port under weak
tidally forced flows. The discharges were assumed to originate from single 1.0 meter and 2.5 meter
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diameter ports oriented at 10, 30, and 60 degrees upwards from horizontal.
Figure 3-1 shows these near-field plume model results under weak flow when discharged at 10, 30,
and 60 degrees from horizontal from the 1.0m diameter port. Each visual slice shows the radius
and concentration of the near-field plume along it’s 3D trajectory. The color of each slice ranges
from black, representing 100% of the original discharge concentration, to white, representing <1%
concentration (>100:1 dilution). The near-field plume computations stop when either the boundary
of the plume hits the seafloor, the plume stalls, entrainment processes cease, or the maximum
number of iterations to compute the entrainment are exceeded.
In the near field, the plume can be either momentum or buoyancy dominated, or a combination of
both. At high discharge speeds (i.e. smaller diameters for a given flow) the plumes tend to be
momentum dominated, rising higher into the water column before falling back down. In Figure
3-1, the discharges are all clearly momentum dominated. A large enough vertical discharge angle,
at 60 degrees, has enough momentum for the near-field plume to maintain an upward trajectory.
The slight negative buoyancy of the plumes after this jet-plume phase then causes them to continue
to slowly sink and mix in the far-field, as a plume. Figure 3-2 shows these resulting far-field
discharge concentration along the seafloor and at the surface. The results (not shown) for a 2.5m
diameter discharge indicate the plumes are more buoyancy dominated. The angled discharges are
propelled upward only momentarily before falling back down towards the seafloor.
Makai also tested the code for a diffuser type discharge configuration, modeling the discharge with
multiple small diameter ports to enhance near-field dilution. Makai used a 2.8 m3/s and 11oC flow
discharged from a series of 25 ports each 0.2 meters in diameter. The modifications made to the
EFDC source code proved to produce stable solutions for these smaller diameter discharges. This
was an important milestone before proceeding to the final two tasks, in which Makai modeled a
SWAC outfall for several different scenarios including a site-specific discharge off the South
Shore of O`ahu.
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Figure 3-1. The near-field plume model results from a 1 m diameter and 5 m3/s discharge oriented at 10o (top),
30o(middle), and 60o (bottom). The slices show the 3D trajectory, radius, and average concentration of the jet
plumes. The discharge is located at X,Y=0,0. Concentration is in units of % of original discharge concentration. I.e.
a 50% concentration is a 2:1 dilution, a 10% concentration is a 10:1 dilution, and a 1% concentration is a 100:1
dilution.
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Figure 3-2. (top) Map of discharge concentration ( in units of % of original discharge) and flow vectors along the
bottom sigma layer representing the bottom 10% of the water column and (bottom) the second to bottom sigma
layer representing 10% of the water column above the bottom sigma layer. At the depth of the 50m discharge at
X,Y=0,0 these sigma layers correspond to 45-50m depths (top image), and 40-45m depths (bottom). Evident is the
continued sinking and downstream dilution and dispersion of the discharge; at the sigma layer above the seafloor
there is a significantly reduced presence of the plume compared to the concentrations seen along the seafloor.
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4.

TASK 3: SIMULATING SWAC EFFLUENT FOR VARIOUS
GENERALIZED SCENARIOS

The goal of this task was to apply the model developed in Task 1 and Task 2 to simulate various
“general” SWAC discharge scenarios. The general scenarios included uniform alongshore
bathymetry, horizontally homogeneous temperature and salinity, and currents defined by either
steady uni-directional flow or a single tidal component. The motivation behind this task was to
provide a better understanding of the model’s behavior with simplified inputs before analysing a
more complex site-specific study. The results also provide a dataset of predicted SWAC discharge
dilutions that can be compared with other types of model output at a later date (such as the nontime dependent and three-dimensional CORMIX or Visual Plumes), as was originally intended by
HNEI.
The conditions that were varied in these “generalized” simulations included:
x

Bottom-slope

x

Steady uni-directional current strength

x

Unsteady oscillatory tidal current strength

x

and the discharge configuration (specifically the difference between use of a diffuser and
an open-ended pipe).

In total Makai organized these simulations into three sets of “experiments”, such that each set
varied only a single input at a time. Makai relied heavily on the pre-processing code developed
during Task 1 to initialize the simulations.

4.1

EFFECT OF CURRENTS

Makai ran seven different simulations to quantify the impacts of various currents on the dilution,
shape, and trajectory of the SWAC plume. The simulations used a 2.8 m3/s seawater discharge rate,
discharge temperatures of 11oC, an initial discharge depth of 70 meters, a 50 meter long diffuser
with 25 separate 20 cm diameter ports, a temperature and salinity profile obtained from the nearby
Hawaii Ocean Time Series dataset at Kahe Point (HOTS – Station Kahe), and a bottom slope of
only 3o. The simulation inputs are summarized below in Table 4-1.
The flows forced in the model (i.e. those listed in the table above) are the depth averaged flows.
Near the seafloor these flows will be affected by the drag along the seabed, causing what is known
as a shear or boundary layer. The flows within this bottom boundary layer (which are dynamically
computed by the model, not specified by the inputs) are significantly lower than the flows in the
upper water column. Figure 4-1 shows a vertical profile of the currents near the discharge site as a
function of depth. The figure clearly shows weaker currents near the seafloor. These boundary
layers will undoubtedly impact the dilution of the discharge, since the discharge’s relatively high
density will cause it to sink and remain within this low current regime.
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Test No.

Steady Current
(cm/s)

M2 Tidal Current
(+/- m/s)

Surf T
(oC)

Bot T (oC)
Bot Slope Discharge Depth
(at discharge site)
(o)
(m)

1

2

0

26

24.2

3

70

2

5

0

26

24.2

3

70

3

10

0

26

24.2

3

70

4

20

0

26

24.2

3

70

5

40

0

26

24.2

3

70

6

60

0

26

24.2

3

70

7

0

5

26

24.2

3

70

Table 4-1 Summary of modeled parameters for SWAC discharges with varying ambient currents.

Figure 4-1. Velocity profile from the “60 cm/s” model simulation, showing the approximately 10 meter thick bottom
boundary layer with weaker flows than the upper water column.

Figure 4-2, below, shows the results from each of these simulations. The image shows the
concentrations of the resultant discharge plumes, plotted from a bird’s eye view of the bottom
sigma layer of the model (this corresponds to the concentration of the plumes in a thin layer of
seawater adjacent to the seafloor, as if we were looking straight down and removed the upper
ocean layers).
The colors denote concentrations relative to the original concentration of the discharge. A
concentration of 10% is equivalent to a dilution of 10:1, and a concentration of 1% is equivalent to
a dilution of 100:1. For reference, the Hawaii Water Quality standards require that the geometric
mean of nitrate concentrations measured outside the zone of mixing to be below 0.35 umol/kg (5
mgN/L). As shown in Table 1-1, the initial concentration of SWAC seawater is about 36 umol/kg
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(515 mgN/L). A reasonable assumption for ambient concentrations at the 70 meter deep discharge
is about 0.2 umol/kg (2.9 mgN/L).Thus, reaching the allowable nitrate levels requires a dilution of
nearly 240:1, or a geometric mean concentration of ~0.4% of the original discharge (dark blue in
the color scale).

Concentration
(% of original
discharge)

Figure 4-2. Plan view of the resultant plumes from a 2.8 m3/s SWAC discharge from a multi-port diffuser at 70
meter depth. Each figure shows the plume concentration as a function of the original discharge concentration in the
bottom water column layer (with thickness ~10% of the water column). The simulations were performed with
currents varying from 2 cm/s to 60 cm/s. The discharge is located at X,Y=0,0, with the deeper offshore section in the
positive X direction.

With low currents (2 and 5 cm/s) the plume’s negative buoyancy is strong enough to counter the
weak background flows; causing the plumes to sink and move offshore after their initial discharge.
At very low currents (2 cm/s) the centerline of the plume appears to sink as far as 250 meters
offshore (on a 3o slope). In the immediate vicinity of the discharge, there is a 10:1 dilution. The
dilution increases relatively quickly to a value of 30:1 (concentration of 3%) within the first 250
meters from the discharge, but takes much longer to continue diluting downstream. A 100:1
dilution is not obtained until around 3,00 meters downstream.
At higher flow rates (>10 cm/s), the currents are much stronger and overcome the negative
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buoyancy of the effluent; preventing any substantial sinking from occurring. The plume is
advected directly downstream. However, the dilution also increases substantially in strong currents.
The scenario of a 60 cm/s background current results in a concentration of only 2.5% within 25
meters of the discharge (40:1 dilution), reaching a 100:1 dilution within about 2,000 meters
downstream (at which point it is also characterized by a very narrow plume).
Figure 4-3, below, shows a close-up view of the SWAC plume under low ambient currents (2
cm/s). The image clearly shows the sinking pattern of the plume, with flow directed offshore due to
the negative buoyancy and mild 3o bathymetric slope.
Concentration
(% of original
discharge)

Figure 4-3. View of the resultant plume during low ambient cross-flow (2 cm/s) with flow vectors overlaid,
highlighting the sinking of the dense plume.

Figure 4-4 shows a three-dimenisonal view of the same plume, with slices drawn through two
vertical planes. As the plume sinks and advects downstream, it continues to remain in the bottom
layers. Most importantly, there is no surfacing of this plume or perturbation higher in the water
column.
Similarly, the resultant plumes with higher background currents also remain in the bottom
boundary layer. Figure 4-5 shows the three-dimensional view of the plume under the influence of
60 cm/s currents. Very near the discharge there is a noticeable perturbation of light blue
corresponding to a 2.5% concentration, which rapidly reaches concentration of less than 1%. The
plume does not extend offshore nor does it mix higher into the water column.
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Figure 4-4. Views of the resultant plume during low ambient cross-flow (2 cm/s). The image shows a 3D view of the
plume with slices taken in the x and y directions, highlighting the fact that the plume remains within this bottom
layer of the water column,.

Concentration
(% of original
discharge)

Figure 4-5. Views of the resultant plume during high ambient cross-flow (60 cm/s). The image shows a 3D view of
the plume with slices taken in the x and y directions, highlighting the fact that the plume remains within this bottom
layer of the water column,.
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4.2

EFFECT OF BOTTOM-SLOPE

Makai ran two simulations to quantify the effectrs of bottom-slopes on the dilution, shape, and
trajectory of SWAC discharges. The simulations used a 2.8 m3/s total discharge rate, discharge
temperatures of 11oC, an initial discharge depth of 70 meters, a 50 meter long diffuser with 25
separate 8” ports, a temperature and salinity profile obtained from the nearby Hawaii Ocean Time
Series dataset at Kahe Point (HOTS – Station Kahe), and a cross-current of 5 cm/s, similar to
before. Only the bottom slope was varied from previous simulations. The simulation inputs are
summarized below inTable 4-2.
Test No.

Current M2 Tidal Current
(cm/s)
(+/- m/s)

Surf T
(oC)

Bot T (oC)
Bot
Discharge
o
(at discharge site) Slope ( ) Depth (m)

1

5

0

26

24.2

3

70

2

5

0

26

24.2

18

70

Table 4-2 Summary of modeled parameters for varying bottom-slopes.

Figure 4-6, below, compares these two simulations. On the steeper eighteen degree slope, the
extent of sinking appears to be less than observed on the milder 3° slope. Looking at the
temperature signals in these simulations helps explain why. At the 5% concentration level seen
within 100 meters from the discharge, the temperatures of the plumes are very near ambient
conditions. As the plume starts to sink offshore and head into deeper water, the ambient
temperatures of the water also increase. As seen in the figure, the ambient temperatures decrease
much less dramatically on the 3 degree slope then the 18 degree slope. On a steeper slope, the
plume reaches it’s neutral density layer more abruptly. On the 18 degree slope, it appears that the
plume is diluted to ambient densities after sinking no more than 100 meters offshore.
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Figure 4-6. Top: Plan view of effluent concentrations as % of original discharge concentration on a 3 degree slope
with 5 cm/s crossflow (left) and of the bottom temperatures (right) in the bottom sigma layer. Bottom: Plan view of
effluent concentrations as % of original discharge concentration on a 18 degree slope with 5 cm/s crossflow (left)
and of the bottom temperatures (right) in the bottom sigma layer. Offshore is in the direction of positive X.

4.3

EFFECT OF DISCHARGE CONFIGURATION

Makai ran another pair of simulations to quantify the impacts of an open-pipe discharge compared
to the discharge through a long diffuser (which enhances immediate dilution). The simulations
were similar to those previously described, with a 2.8 m3/s total discharge rate, discharge
temperatures of 11oC, an initial discharge depth of 70 meters, a temperature and salinity profile
obtained from the nearby Hawaii Ocean Time Series dataset at Kahe Point (HOTS – Station Kahe),
and a cross-current of 5 cm/s. The simulations used a single port discharge of 1 meter diameter
instead of a 25 port diffuser spread along a length of 50 meters. The open-ended port was oriented
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at a slight upward angle to encourage additional dilution during the jet-plume phase. The
simulations are summarized below in Table 4-3.
Test No.

Current M2 Tidal Current
(cm/s)
(+/- m/s)

Surf T
(oC)

Bot T (oC)
Bot
Discharge
(at discharge site) Slope (o) Depth (m)

1

5

0

26

24.2

3

70

2

5

0

26

24.2

18

70

Table 4-3. Summary of modeled parameters for varying discharge configurations.

The results from the two simulations are plotted below in Figure 4-7. Compared to the results
shown in Figure 4-6 (the identical scenario except for the use of a diffuser), the open-ended pipe
results in only a slightly more compact and higher concentration plume immediately around the
discharge site. The difference between the two types of discharges appear to be minimal and are
hard to discern. Overall, it appears that the bottom-trapped properties of the plume result in similar
thermal and concentration values regardless of the use of a diffuser or open-ended pipe.
Concentration
(% of original
discharge)

Figure 4-7. Left: Plan view of effluent concentrations as % of original discharge concentration on a 3 degree slope
with 5 cm/s crossflow with an open-end pipe discharge. Right: Plan view of effluent concentrations as % of original
discharge concentration on a 18 degree slope with 5 cm/s crossflow with an open-end pipe discharge.
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4.4

SUMMARY

Makai used the source code changes from Task 1 and Task 2 to simulate the impacts of SWAC
seawater discharge under several simplified scenarios. The results from these simulations give a
clear demonstration and understanding of how the dilution, shape, and trajectory of the plume are
dependent on the ambient conditions such as bottom slope, ambient currents, and the discharge
configuration. Several important conclusions can be drawn from the study:
x

The common argument that SWAC plumes can sink down-slope, far enough to be below
the photic zone, does not appear to occur. On the contrary, the thermal signals of the
discharges are rapidly diluted, and the plumes reach a near-ambient temperature and
densitiy within ~50 meters of the discharge. This minimizes any prolonged buoyancy
forcing that would drive the plumes deeper.

x

Alhough not dense enough to force significant down-the slope sinking, the plumes are
dense enough to remain in the bottom layers of the ocean until diluted well beyond their
chemical or thermal traceability. The plumes remain “bottom-trapped” near the seafloor
and show very little mixing upwards into the water column and towards the surface. The
signal of the plume in the second sigma layer of the model (~10-20 meters above the
seafloor) is drastically reduced from the first sigma layer (~0-10 meters above the seafloor).
No significant levels of the plume are detected at or near the surface.

x

An increase in ambient currents significantly increases the dilution of the plumes, from a
dilution of ~10:1 within the immediate vicinity (+/-25 meters) of the discharge to a dilution
of ~40:1, for 2 cm/s and 60 sm/s currents respectively.

The overall result indicates that SWAC discharges dilute rapidly (20:1 dilution within 50 meters),
remain at depth (bottom-trapped) with little to no risk for impacting the surface waters, and
maintain these predictable behaviors over a wide range of environmental conditions. These results
can be used to more accurately guide how SWAC developers address the existing permitting issues
and environmental impacts with both regulators and other SWAC stakeholders. As will be shown
and discussed in the next Chapter of this report, these concentration values, in units of % of
original discharge concentration, can also be readily scaled to represent the water quality variables
of interest, such as nitrate, dissolved oxygen, or phosphate.
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5.

TASK 4: SITE-SPECIFIC MODEL

The primary goal of this effort was to develop a site-specific model of a typical SWAC discharge
and provide estimates of the seawater discharge dilution within a dynamic ocean environment.
Makai developed the site-specific model on the South Shore of O`ahu for a location offshore of
Honolulu Harbor. The modeled seawater discharge consisted of a 2.8m3/s of seawater flow at
temperatures of 11°C and discharged at a depth of 100 meters. The discharge was assumed to
originate from a 75 meter long diffuser with 25 evenly spaced ports; each 20 cm (8”) in diameter.
These modeling assumptions were chosen to be representative and consistent with the anticipated
Sea Water Air Conditioning project planned for downtown Honolulu.
Makai’s site-specific model was forced with output from HIROMS, a regional ocean model
operated by Dr. Brian Powell at the University of Hawaii School of Ocean and Earth Science
Technology (UH SOEST). A detailed technical description of the modeling procedures are
included in Appendix A of this report.
The data from these HIROM simulations are freely available online as a netcdf data archive file.
Makai spent considerable effort to develop computer code to download these data, interpolate to
the EFDC grid locations, and parse the gridded data into the required text files that are used to
initialize the model. The HIROM simulations output data on a custom grid optimized specifically
for the geography of O`ahu’s south shore. This HIROM grid also uses a vertical S-coordinate
transformation; a type of grid that varies not only with latitude and longitude, but also time. To
obtain stable modeling results, it was critical to correctly interpolate the HIROM data to provide
initial values and boundary conditions the EFDC Plume model domain created by Makai.
Makai ran the model for a continuous 2 week period using a subset of HIROM data from March
2013. Two weeks is sufficient to capture a full tidal cycle and significant fluctuations in the
regional flow patterns. This period was characterized by relatively low ocean surface temperatures
(~23.5°C) that are typical of spring conditions. These low surface temperatures (compared to later
summer months) are typical for Hawaiian waters in the spring when the upper stratification is less
pronounced. These weakly stratified conditions are also the most likely conditions to allow upward
vertical mixing of a dense SWAC seawater effluent, and in this regard they represent a
conservative estimate of the fate of the discharge in the upper ocean layers.

5.1

MODEL DOMAIN

The site specific model is centered at a location offshore of Honolulu Harbor at 21.281 North and
157.867 West (UTM Zone 4: 617098N, 2353635W), and with a depth of 100 meters. The model
domain covers an area of 12.3 kilometers alongshore by 8.2 kilometers crosshore. The shoreline of
the model extends from the Honolulu Airport on the west to Diamond Head on the east. The areas
of Waikiki and Mamala Bay are within the domain’s interior. A plan view of the domain and Oahu
shoreline are shown below in Figure 5-1. The bathymetric slope modeled near the discharge is
characterized by an 11° slope ( ~5m elevation change per 25 meters horizontal).
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Figure 5-1. Plan view of site-specific model grid, depth (meters), and shoreline of the island of Oahu. The grid has
variable higher resolution at the center and coarser resolution at the edges, seen in this pulled back view as the dense
black lines.

The HIROM forcing supplies the model with tidal and regional circulation patterns. Figure 5-2
shows a time series of the modeled currents and temperatures taken from a location near the
SWAC discharge. The currents show significant variability, ranging from -10 cm/s to +10 cm/s.
The northward/crosshore currents appear to be weaker and noiser than the alongshore currents,
with the majority of the current flowing along the isobaths. Ambient temperatures near the seabed,
at 100 meters depth, varied from ~18°C to ~23.5°C over the two week period. Surface
temperatures remain ~24°C, while mid-depth temperatures at 50 meters vary by 2°C-3°C.
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Figure 5-2. Time series of the eastward/alongshore bottom currents (top) northward/cross-shore bottom currents
(middle), and temperatures (bottom) from the Makai-EFDC SWAC model, taken from near the modeled SWAC
discharge.

5.2

RESULTS

The shape, trajectory, and dilution of the SWAC seawater discharge showed significant variability
over the simulation period. Figure 5-3 shows the instantaneous concentrations of the discharge
plume along the seafloor (bottom sigma layer) subsampled at an interval of every other day at
model days 1163 to 1170 (in order to show a representation of the entirety of the period). Nitrate
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(nutrient) concentrations are also plotted. A discussion of acceptable nitrate concentrations can be
found later in this chapter, and are based on statistical measurements. Also included as an
addendum to this report is a video of the plume and ambient currents, visualized using 1 hour
intervals for the entire duration of the two-week simulation (the model was run at a one second
time step). A few key observations can be made from looking at the model output:
x

The region immediately surrounding the discharge (50 m) does not exceed a concentration
of 12% of the original discharge, and is more often ~5% of the original discharge
concentration, corresponding to nitrate concentrations of ~64mgN/l and ~27 mgN/l.

x

There is minimal sinking of the plume down the slope, consistent with results described in
Chapter 3.

x

The plume tends to advect along the isobaths, within a neutral buoyancy layer, and with the
direction of the ambient currents. See Figure 5-3.

x

The occasional higher concentration spikes that occur appear to be brief in time, due to the
dynamic and constantly changing currents.

x

When the area is characterized by higher ambient currents (~10 cm/s), the 0.5%
concentration contour of the plume (5mgN/l) can extend as far as 2-3 kilometers
downstream, but maintains a width of only a few hundred meters.

x

The plumes remain near the seabed, within the lowest 2-3 sigma layers, and show
negligible signs of mixing vertically upwards towards the surface waters.
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Figure 5-3. Instantaneous concentrations at day 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1169, and 1170 in the bottom
sigma layer (i.e. the ~5-10 meter thick layer adjacent to the seabed). The color axes represent % original
concentration as well as Nitrite+Nitrite concentration (in units of micrograms nitrate nitrogen per liter).
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Figure 5-4. Three dimensional view of the plume during day 1168, with vertical slices drawn through the plume’s
centerline. Color axis is in units of % original discharge concentration and micrograms nitrate N per liter. Inset show
the concentrations along the seafloor with the shoreline of Oahu as reference.

Looking at the instantaneous concentration of the plumes is helpful in drawing general conclusions
and understanding how the plume behaves. However, the EPA and Department of Health (DoH)
require a statistical view of the plume effects, as well as an assessment of the pertinent water
quality variables. Figure 5-5, below, is an excerpt from the water quality standards for open coastal
waters off O`ahu. For example, the DoH specifies a maximum nitrate concentration of 5mgN/L
when the plume is measured using a geometric mean. Meanwhile, the instantaneous concentration
is not to exceed a value of 14 mgN/L more than ten percent of the time, and a concentration of 25
mgN/L more than two percent of the time. (Note: The geometric mean is an average computed by
multiplying together the concentration of N-samples and subsequently taking the Nth root. It is a
product based average, as opposed to the more common arithmetic average which is based on the
average of the sums of samples. Compared to the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean is less
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influenced by occasionally large values.)
The concentration of the plumes, given thus far as the percent of original discharge concentration,
are readily converted to these DoH water quality variables. More specifically, the
concentration/dilution of the plume can be converted to nutrient concentrations using the following
forumula:
ܥሺ݀ሻ ൌ

ܥ௧  ݀ כ ܥூ௧
݀ͳ

And
݀ൌ

ͳͲͲ െ Ψ݊݅ݐܽݎݐ݊݁ܿ݊ܥ
Ψ݊݅ݐܽݎݐ݊݁ܿ݊ܥ

where Cambient is the ambient and naturally occurring water concentration surrounding the
discharge, Cintake is concentration of the intake seawater, d is the dilution factor of the original
discharge, C(d) is the seawater plume concentration downstream of the discharge at dilution d, and
%Concentration is the concentration of the plume relative to the original discharge (as presented
thus far in the analysis).
From the values in Table 1-1, we can assume an initial discharge concentration of 515 mgN/L
(equivalent to 36 micro-mol/kg) and an ambient concentration of 2.9 mgN/L (equiv. to 0.2 micromol/kg. Using the dilution formulas above, the nitrate water quality requirements presented by
DoH are then equivalent to a geometric mean dilutions of ~0.5% (5mgN/L), 90th percentile
dilutions of 2.2% (14 mgN/L), and 98th percentile dilutions of 4% (25 mgN/L).

Figure 5-5. Excerpt from the State of Hawaii Department of Health Water Quality Standards

To address these water quality requirements, Makai has computed the geometric mean
concentration of the plume, the 90th percentile concentration of the plume, and the 98th percentile
concentreation of the plume.
Figure 5-6, below, shows the geometric mean of the plume concentrations in the bottom sigma
layer (near the seabed). The geometric mean has been plotted for the range of concentrations from
0.5% to 5%. The extent of domain that has geometric mean values exceeding the allowable limits
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(5mgN/L or ~0.5% concentration) is limited less than 500 meters horizontally from the discharge,
and only in the bottom sigma layer (an ~10m thick layer of water above the seabed).
Figure 5-7, below, shows the 90th percentile of observed concentrations from the two week
simulation period. For ninety-percent of the simulated time, the concentrations were below the
values shown. Ten-percent of the time the concentrations exceeded these values. The contours
start at 2%, which corresponds with the water quality standards that state 14 mgN/L can not occur
more than ten-percent of the time outside the designated zone of mixing. Similarly, Figure 5-8
shows the 98th percentile of observed concentrations from the two week simulation. The plume
does not exceed the criteria of 25 mgN/L (4% concentration) further than 1 kilometer from the
discharge, and again, is limited to the bottom sigma layers.
Concentration
(% of original discharge)

Figure 5-6. Geometric mean concentration contours, from 0.5% to 5% concentration.
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Concentration
(% of original discharge)

Figure 5-7. Concentrations observed during 90% of the simulation period (i.e. the concentrations shown are only
exceeded 10% of the time). Water quality regulations require that concentrations do not exceed 14 mgN/L (2.2%
concentration) more than 10% of the time. Contours are drawn from 2% to 10% concentration.
Concentration
(% of original discharge)

Figure 5-8. Concentrations observed during 98% of the simulation period (i.e. the concentrations shown are only
exceeded 2% of the time). Water quality regulations require that concentrations do not exceed 25 mgN/L (23%
concentration) more than 2% of the time. Contours are drawn from 4% to 10% concentration. The 98th percentile
water quality threshold is exceeded as far as 1 kilometer downstream in the bottom sigma layer.
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Figure 5-9 through Figure 5-11 shows the geometric mean concentrations, 90th percentile
concentrations, and the 98th percentile concentrations for nitrate + nitrite, respectively. Due to the
high intake concentrations and low receiveing water concentrations, the nitrate and nitrite requires
the greatest dilution to achieve acceptable water quality standards, and poses the greatest difficulty
for SWAC discharges. Other variables, including dissolved oxygen and phosphate, are diluted to
acceptable levels faster than nitrates, and for the sake of brevity, they have not been plotted.
It is also important to note that at as the discharge depth approaches the base of the photic zone,
near 120 to 150 meters depth (just below this discharge), the receiving water’s natural nutrient
concentrations increase dramatically. As written, the DoH thresholds are in units of absolute
concentrations, not relative to the existing concentrations at the specific discharge site. As the
receiving water concentration increases, the plume is being diluted by naturally higher nutrient
content water, and it would take a significantly longer distance to dilute to the absolute threshold
values defined by DoH. Thus, a slighlty deeper discharge could not be addressed with the current
DoH water quality thresholds. It would be more appropriate to analyze the perturbation relative to
it’s values above naturally existing concentrations, which are now known to vary significantly with
depth. It is important to note that these depth-dependent effects are resolved with Makai’s threedimensional SWAC plume model. As an exampe, Figure 5-12 shows the 98th percentile nitrate
concentrations as well as the the background nitrate concentrations found at the depth. Ambient
nitrate values were taken from the Hawaii Ocean Time Series Station 1 dataset.
Nitrate + Nitrite
(microgramN/l)

Figure 5-9. Geometric mean concentration contours, from 5μgN/l to 25 μgN/l concentration.
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Nitrate + Nitrite
(microgramN/l)

Figure 5-10. Concentrations observed during 90% of the simulation period (i.e. the concentrations shown are only
exceeded 10% of the time). Water quality regulations require that concentrations do not exceed 14 mgN/L (2.2%
concentration) more than 10% of the time. Contours are drawn from 14μgN/l to 56μgN/l concentration.
Nitrate + Nitrite
(microgramN/l)

Figure 5-11. Concentrations observed during 98% of the simulation period (i.e. the concentrations shown are only
exceeded 2% of the time). Water quality regulations require that concentrations do not exceed 25 mgN/L (4%
concentration) more than 2% of the time. Contours are drawn from 25μgN/l to 65μgN/l concentration. The 98th
percentile water quality threshold is exceeded as far as 1 kilometer downstream in the bottom sigma layer.
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Figure 5-12. Close up view of the naturally occuring seafloor nitrate concentrations without the SWAC discharge
(left) and the naturally occurring nitrate with perturbations caused by the SWAC discharge (right). The SWAC
nitrate perturbations are the same statistical 98th percentile values reported in Figure 5-11.

5.3

SUMMARY

Makai successfully used the plume model to simulate a site-specific discharge on the south shore
of O`ahu in Hawai`i. The discharge was modeled as a 75 meter long diffuser with 25 individual
ports, and a flow rate of 2.8m3/s seawater at 11oC. The model was forced with dynamic, time and
spatially varying currents, temperature, salinity, and sea surface elevation from the University of
Hawaii’s Regional Ocean Model (HIROM).
These results provide significant insight into the fate and impacts of a SWAC discharge within a
coastal zone. Makai found that the discharge is rapidly diluted, reaching ambient thermal and
density levels within meters the discharge. The discharge does remains slightly negatively buoyant,
and appears to remain bottom-trapped. This resultant plume tend to be advected along a constant
isobath, trapped by the bathymetry below and the less-dense water above. Most importantly, this
bottom-trapped and dense nature of the plume physically keeps it from being able to advect
shorewards into shallower embayments such as Waikiki.
The nutrient content of the plume, analyzed in this study by tracking the nitrate + nitrite
concentrations, impose stricter requirements on the plume dilution than the thermals. Using State
of Hawaii Department of Health water quality standards as a guideline, this discharge exceeds
allowable nitrate concentrations (25 mgN/l) as far as ~1 kilometer downstream as often as 2% of
the time. However, as noted above, the plume remains within the bottom layer, and does not
disperse significantly in the cross-shore direction (i.e. perpendicular to the slope). Using the results
of this model, a clear demarcation of the mixing zone was determined with dimensions of ±1km
by ±0.25km with 20 meter thickness along the seafloor.
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6.

DISCUSSION & COMPARISON

6.1

SUMMARY

Makai utilized the source code from our previously deveopled EFDC OTEC plume model to create
a three-dimensional and dynamic model of a Sea Water Air Conditioning discharge plume. In
order to properly simulate the nutrient rich and dense SWAC return water, significant
modifications were needed within the source code. Most importantly, the code was modified to use
a sigma-grid; a terrain-following mesh that smoothly resolves the seafloor’s bathymetry. The code
was tested with various input parameters, such as grid resolution and numerical time-steps, and a
set of optimum model inputs was determined for the SWAC discharge modeling.
The SWAC plume model was first applied using generalized environmental conditions. A set of
simulations were created with SWAC discharges placed in environments of constant seafloor
slopes (ranging from 3o to 18o), constant uni-directional currents (ranging from 2 cm/s to 60 cm/s),
and oscillatory singe frequency/periodicity tidal currents (±5 cm/s). Discharges were modeled with
both an open-ended pipe with a single large-diameter port as well as a length of diffuser; a long
section of pipe with multiple smaller diameter discharge ports.
Several important conclusions were drawn from this study. First, the SWAC discharges rapidly
dilute to near ambient temperatures (within 1o of ambient 25 meters from the discharge) regardless
of whether they originate from a diffuser or open-ended pipe. Second, this rapid thermal dilution of
the discharge prevents extensive down-the-slope sinking. The plume, rather than sinking, remains
bottom trapped. The slightly higher density of the plume compared to it’s surroundings causes it to
remain at depth, trapped by the seafloor below and trapped by the less-dense waters above.
Thirdly, the use of a large open-ended pipe versus a long diffuser was shown to make little
difference in the dilution, shape, and trajectory of the discharge. Given the complexity, risks, and
higher costs of installing a mult-port diffuser in these deep water depths there does not appear to be
a substantial reason for use of the typical multi-port diffuser with a SWAC discharge.
Makai also applied the SWAC plume model to a site-specific location, off the south shore of O`ahu
and in 100 meters water depth. The model was nested within the University of Hawaii’s Regional
Ocean Model (HIROM). HIROM is a sophisticated model that provides three-dimensional and
time-varying temperature, salinity, and sea surface elevation data. A two-week subset of data from
the UH model was used to force Makai’s SWAC plume model. The two weeks of data were
characterized by extensive variability, with bottom currents and temperatures near the modeled
SWAC site varying by ±10cm/s and ±3oC, respectively.
The results from the site-specific model were consistent with those previously found for the
generalized conditions. The plume exhibited rapid dilution near the discharge and was ultimately
bottom-trapped; advecting mostly along a constant isobath. The plume did not surface, nor was it
able to disperse into shallower waters up-slope. The bottom-trapped nature of the discharge clearly
kept the plume water from impacting the coastline and important recreational areas like Waikiki.
Makai ran statisitcs on the model output in order to provide the geometric mean, 90th percentile,
and 98th percentile concentrations around the discharge. These are criteria used by the State of
Hawaii Department of Health in defining a permittable mixing zone; a limited region where the
concentrations are permitted to exceed the stated threshold values. The analysis shows that the
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geometric mean concentration meets the 5 mgN/l threshold within 500m from the discharge, the
90th percentile concentration meets the 14 mgN/l threshold within 800 meters of the discharge, and
the 98th percentile concentration meets the 25 mgN/l threshold within 1000 meters of the discharge.
More specifically, the discharge appears to require a mixing zone of 1,000 meters by 250 meters
horizontally and within the bottom 20 meters of the water column. The plume does not impact the
surface waters and does not pose a concern for the coastal embayments. Furthermore, the model
was run for 14 days and showed no significant accumulation or build up of nutrients within the
region. While only simulating a limited domain, the boundary conditions of the model are
prescribed in such a way as to include the regional circulation. It appears, based on the two-weeks
of model results thus far created, that there would be adequate flushing (i.e. mean directional
flows) off the south shore of O`ahu to minimize any regional or long-term buildup of nutrients.
The methods and results developed in this study significantly improve our understanding of the
fate of the SWAC discharge waters, and the impacts on the surrounding environment. The results
suggest that the SWAC discharges in typical coastal ocean conditions are sustainable, and pose
little or no threat to the nearshore coastal zones.

6.2

FUTURE WORK, IMPLICATIONS, MODEL LIMITATIONS

This modeling study answered many important questions about SWAC discharges, resulted in
more applicable modeling methods, and clearly demonstrated the plume’s three-dimensional and
time-dependent structure. However, several topics of interest were beyond the scope of this work,
and are discussed below.
6.2.1.

Implementing a Site-Specific Model Beyond Hawai`i

The site-specific model was developed using a very sophisticated and comprehensive dataset from
the University of Hawaii’s ROM model, but how can the methods developed in this study be
implemented for locations where less complete datasets exist? There are several options. In the
absence of a regional model like HIROM, Makai can obtain tidal boundary conditions from a
global dataset called TPXO and simulate a purely tidally forced domain. In addition, the model can
be forced with a time varying flow field specified using measured currents and temperatures from
site-installed moorings. In essence, the resultant model for a site-specific location with a HIROM
model would be implemented using a combination of the methodologies developed for our
generalized model in Task 3 and for the site-specific model developed in Task 4. The preprocessing source code that was developed as a by-product of Makai’s efforts is flexible enough to
now incorporate a range of input options and data types, and is not limited to a locale that happens
to exist within a well-studied region.
6.2.2.

Modeling Biological Impact

The model results presented thus far focused on the physical and chemical/nutrient impacts of the
SWAC discharge waters. A logical next-step forward would be to implement a biological model,
similar to the work Makai performed during our previous OTEC work. Makai’s biological plume
model couples the biological and biochemical cycles of the phytoplankton ecosystem with the
physical transport already simulated. This biological model resolves as many as 18 water quality
variables (including dissolved oxygen, nitrate, silicate, and phosphate) and three different
groups/classes/species of phytoplankton. The model resolves the changes in growth rate of the
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phytoplankton as a function of nutrient concentrations and light levels. The growth rates play an
important role in the nutrient utilization and ultimate biological impact. For example,
phytoplankton growth rates are on the order of 1-2 days, which tend to be much slower than the
dilution rate of the nutrients (which occurs over several meters to several hundred meters). These
time-dependent and spatial effects of nutrient and growth rate can be computed in Makai’s
biological model.
6.2.3.

Model Verification

Makai has recently learned that the University of Hawaii School of Ocean Earth Science and
Technology’s oceanography department has been measuring currents and water quality variables at
the proposed site of the Honolulu Sea Water Air Condition discharge, also located off the south
shore of O`ahu. As part of the next phase of Makai’s SWAC plume modeling work, in which
Makai will perform baseline simulations and model-data comparison, it would be beneficial to
acquire these datasets and further validate and calibrate the SWAC model. Makai will continue
working with the University of Hawaii to utilize the data collected, and validate/calibrate the
SWAC model. In return, Makai anticipates the results will be useful to the University of Hawaii, as
they continue to monitor the discharge site.
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7.

APPENDIX A: TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL
MODEL

This appendix documents in detail how the Makai-EFDC Plume model works. It describes the
basic solution methods of the regional circulation model and embedded jet-plume model, and
many technical details regarding the boundary forcing conditions, estimation of sub-grid scale
turbulence, and the top-level input for the HIROMS models that ultimately drive our site-specific
model.

7.1

EFDC OCEAN CIRCULATION MODEL (FAR-FIELD)

The plume model is based on the source code for the Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code
(EFDC). Makai used the official EFDC source code, released in 2010, and maintained by
TetraTech Inc. for the U.S. Environmental protection Agency. The author of EFDC, Dr. John
Hamrick of TetraTech, served as a consultant to Makai for the previous OTEC work done under
CEROS and Department of Energy funding.
EFDC solves the three-dimensional, vertically hydrostatic, free surface, turbulent averaged
equation of motion for a variable density fluid. Conceptually, the model resolves a slab of the
ocean using finite sized grid cells with discrete lengths in x, y, and z. The transport of seawater and
it’s components between grid cells is modeled at each time step, and the edges of the domain are
forced with boundary conditions that describe the incoming flows. These boundary conditions
drive the circulation within the model.
Turbulunce in the ocean occurs at spatial scales smaller than the defined grid cells of the model.
This turbulence introduces mixing into the domain, in contrast to the “advection” of the boundary
forced flows. Mixing works much like diffusion, only on a large scale. This sub-grid scale
turbulence is incorporated into the model using “closure schemes”. These algorithms estimate the
increased mixing from turbulence based on the flow and desnity differences between grid cells.
The Makai-EFDC plume model utilizes the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 closure scheme for sub-grid scale
vertical turbulence. Studies done by the University of Hawaii (Carter et al. 2008) have shown that
the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 produces agreement to microstructure diffusivity measurements in the
waters off O`ahu, Hawai`i.
The horizontal grid is a rectangular, variable resolution mesh with grid spacing of 100 meters at the
grid corners and 25 meters at the grid center. The vertical grid contains 10 layers, specified as a
sigma-grid orientation, such that each vertical layer has a thickness equal to 10% of the water
depth and varies smoothly with the bottom bathymetry. This orientation was chosen to maintain a
smooth and continuous resolution of the bottom slopes and the negatively buoyant SWAC effluent.
Boundary conditions were supplied from the regional ROMS ocean models operated by the
University of Hawaii, referred to in this report as HIROMS (Powell, 2012). The model is forced by
radiation boundary conditions, computed using the tidal surface elevations and depth averaged
flows. Time varying values for temperature and salinity are also prescribed at the open boundaries
using the HIROM output. To reduce modeling instabilities, and better match the incoming
boundary conditions, the model uses a data assimilative layer, commonly referred to as a “sponge”
layer (Carter and Merrifield, 2007; Lavelle and Thacker 2008; Jensen 1998; Marchesiello et al.
2001). The assimilation replaces the computed solution with the exterior HIROM supplied solution
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according to:

I DIext  (1D)I*
where α is the assimilative factor (user defined) and ϕ is the variable being assimilated.
Consistent with previous findings, we have defined the layer as 10 grid cells thick, approximately
10% of the modeling domain on each boundary. The sponge layers uses stronger assimilation at
the open boundaries and weaker assimilation at the interior. In this model, we have also
implemented a stronger assimilation scheme in the top vertical layers, and applied lower
assimilation at depth, using a second order decay below the top 100m of the water column. Normal
and tangential flows and temperature and salinity are all assimilated. The zone between the outer
boundary and the dotted lines in Figure 7-1 is the location of these sponge layers for flow,
temperature, and salinity assimilation. The left graph of Figure 7-2 shows a plot of the data
assimilation factor based upon horizontal distance from the domain boundaries. The figure's right
half shows decay of vertical data assimilation factor as a function of depth. These assimilation
factors are reported in units of assimilation strength relative to the maximum assimilation used at
the outer boundary. The maximum assimilation at the outer boundary was 0.1 for the flows and
0.025 for the temperature and salinity, far from 100% assimilation, but still strong enough to
significantly improve model agreement and stability.

Figure 7-1. The computational domain used by the EFDC-based OTEC SWAC Model, showing colored depth
contours at 10 meter spacing.
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Figure 7-2. Assimilation/relaxation functions vary between 0 and 1 across the relaxation zone. The horizontal
varying functions (left) were modified from the high order polynomials and hyperbolic functions proposed by
Jensen (1998) and Carter et al. (2007), respectively. The depth varying functions (right) were found to improve
model performance.

The plume model nesting scheme is shown in Figure 7-3, below. The parent grid is the HIROM
(Hawaii Regional Ocean Model) model, a data-assimilative ROMS model with 4 km horizontal
resolution. The boundary of the regional 4 km resolution ROMS domain is forced with the nontidal NCOM (Navy Coastal Ocean Model) solution and TPXO tides (volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides/).
Wind stresses are supplied from a locally operated WRF model run at 9 km and 1.5 km resolution.
The model also uses a 4D-Var assimilation on 4-day cycles, assimilating all available data: These
data include along track Satellite Sea Surface Temperature (SST), Sea Surface Height (SSH), Argo
drifting buoys, Conductivity/Temp/Depth sensors (CTD), Gliders, Acoustic Doppler Current
Profilers (ADCP), and HF radar radials off the south shore of Oahu. This 4km resolution model
provides input for a 1km HIROMS model that extend along the west and south shores of Oahu,
which in turn forces a 200m resolution model located in Mamala Bay off Honolulu Harbor (which
also uses the above data assimilative techniques). The Makai-EFDC SWAC Plume model is nested
within this 200m resolution model, with an increased horizontal resolution to 25 meters. More
details on the HIROMS model can be found on the website:
http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/roms.php.
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Figure 7-3. The bathymetry and grid extent of the 4 km resolution Univ. of Hawaii ROMS model (colormap), with
the nested Makai OTEC-Plume model (black rectangular grid), the nested 1km HIROMS domain (curvilinear black
grid), and the nested Makai SWAC-Plume model (white rectangular grid). Depths are in meters.

7.2

HYDRODYNAMIC NEAR-FIELD PLUME MODEL

The near-field dilution and trajectory of the SWAC discharges are simulated with a coupled
Lagrangian jet-plume model. The three-dimensional circulation model is dynamically coupled to
this jet-plume model using a Distributed Entrainment Sink Approach (DESA) (Choi and Lee,
2007; Choi et al, 2007). The DESA method provides accurate computations of the trajectory and
average plume properties in highly turbulent and non-hydrostatic discharges without the need for
ad-hoc mixing parameters and computationally inhibitive CFD analysis.
The behavior of turbulent thermal discharges, such as near-field SWAC plumes, have been well
documented in both laboratory and numerical studies (List 1982; Baines 2002; Turner 1969;
MacDonald 1990; Lee et al. 1974; Lavelle 1994). The jet-plumes sink or rise depending on their
momentum and buoyancy, and entrain the surrounding water via means of shear and vortex
entrainment mechanisms. These processes are parameterized in the Lagrangian plume model using
the formulations of Lee and Cheung (1990) and Lee and Chu (2003). At some point, the near-field
plume has the same density as the ambient layer it is located, and has lost its initial discharge
momentum. The near-field lagrangian plume model then “stops”. The entrainment of ambient
water along the plume’s trajectory is modeled as a series of sink terms at the grid cell level of the
circulation model, and the terminal plume is modeled as a source term at the terminal plume depth.
For more detailed discussion of this method, the reader is strongly encouraged to reference the
work of Choi and Lee (2007).
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